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SYNOPSIS 

When Lexi’s sister suddenly dies, her entire world changes. Tormented by the fear that her sister 

was denied entry into Heaven and is in danger of losing her soul to dark energies, Lexi sets out 

on a rescue mission to find her sister’s soul and help her pass into Heaven.  

But after stumbling upon Tamara, a wise and powerful medium, Lexi soon discovers that the 

truth is much bigger than she ever could have imagined. Tamara helps Archangel Michael find 

lost souls and escorts them to the afterlife – and with her help, Lexi must find a way to save her 

sister while making sense of the occult world she finds herself in.  

Scared senseless that Susannah’s body will be buried before it has a chance to get into Heaven, 

Lexi tries to stop the funeral. Reverend Hawthorn is the son of a friend of Lexi and Susannah’s 

belated father, Marcus. He has met Lexi a few times over the years and will not stop the funeral 

due to her crazy talk. 

Lexi is frantically trying to figure out a way to save her sister’s soul. Her mom, Olivia, is of no 

help and only creates more trouble. Lexi decided that learning more about metaphysics seemed 

to be the only solution, and attends a few of Tamara’s lectures.  

Concerned for Lexi’s well being, Reverend Hawthorne also attends one of Tamara’s lectures. He 

agrees to help Lexi and Tamara in the soul retrieval, and helps bring Susannah’s soul back to 

Heaven. Only to find out that wasn’t the case. Instead, Susannah’s soul was attached to her 

favorite childhood toy, a stuffed lamb. 

Surprised by an unexpected visit at work from Detective Redington, Lexi finds out that her 

sister’s death wasn’t an accident, instead she was caught up with mob boss, Marko Calponi, and 
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his drug deals. That Susannah’s boss, Aryeh Jacob Kofman, was bringing in the drugs with his 

estate items that he sold at his private actions. Susannah finds out what is going on and one of 

Marko’s goons was sent to kill her.  

Adramelech, king of fire in Hell, finds out that Lucifer has a unique globe that can see the light of human 

souls. He is determined to take over Satan and become an Archdemon himself. All he has to do is 

get Susannah’s soul. Scheming up a plan, he ascends to Earth and enters Little Eddy’s body. 

Now that he has access to a body, he knows that the next best thing to finding Susannah is to find 

her sister, Lexi’s, whereabouts. 

Detective Redington has been following Little Eddy and puts two and two together. Little Eddy 

is after Lexi. Placing her into a safe house for her safety, only to be attacked by the mob while he 

was visiting. Once on the run with Lexi, he finds out that his best friend, Officer Blaine 

Davidson, is working with Marko. Running out of cash and ideas, he runs to his mentor, Retired 

Sargent Bob MacFalen. MacFalen comes up with a bizarre plan to catch the crooks, Redington 

and Lexi must dress up as Arabs and attend the auction. The auction starts normal, but then 

Adramelech in Little Eddy’s body notices Lexi’s soul and all Hell brakes loose.  

Barely getting out with her life, Lexi finally has a moment to herself and calls Reverend Hawthorne for 

spiritual support only to be reminded that Susannah’s soul retrieval is tomorrow. As she meets Tamara at 

the Reverend’s funeral home the next evening, she is put into a meditate state to go and retrieve her 

sister’s soul from the Void. On the back of a Pegasus, Phantachus, and with the help of her father 

Marcus’s spirit, she ventures out to retrieve her sister, only to be tricked by Satan. 

Once Lexi is back safely into her body back at the funeral home, Reverend Hawthorne does the body 

washing ritual on the stuffed lamb, and Tamara attaches Susannah’s soul to the toy. That night in bed, 

Lexi is hugging the toy, and can communicate through thought to her sister and finds out that Susannah 
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has two unfinished businesses that she needs to clear up before she can go to Heaven. One, Susannah 

needs to apologize to their mother for all the years that she abandoned her. And second, she needed to 

make sure Billy was okay.   

Lexi takes the lamb to her moms and secretly leaves it there for her to find, and then a few days later 

comes back for the lamb. Olivia gives Lexi a brown bag and asks her to give it to Billy. She then brings 

the lamb to Billy’s and accidentally loses it with all the commotion. Billy opened the bag to find the 

engagement ring he had given Susannah the night she died. Fleeing from him yelling at her, Lexi doesn’t 

realize until later that the lamb is not in her purse. Phoning Billy to get it back, but he freaks out on her, 

saying that there is no lamb. 

While all the commotion was going on at Billy’s, his little five-year-old niece, Rosalina, finds the stuffed 

toy on the floor and calls it her new dog, and takes it home with her.  

Lexi had her mom call Billy to try and get the lamb back, but with no luck. Then on Christmas Eve, 

against his wanting to be there, Billy was sitting at the family dining room table when his niece wanted a 

chair to make room for her new dog, Susie. As the adults were discussing the crazy talk about a lamb, 

Rosalina was silently listening. When Billy’s mom was ready for all of them to say grace, little Rosalina 

wanted Billy to hold her dogs’ paw. Crying now, since her mom gave her heck and insisted that she takes 

Uncle Billy’s hand, Rosalina cries out no, that Susie wants to hold his hand. And when Billy’s mom, 

Maria, asks who Susie is, Rosalina says Aunty Susannah.   

Billy runs out of the apartment with the dog, and frantically goes to find Lexi. Finally, driving to Lexi’s 

mom’s house and scared as he had ever been, he knocked on the door. Olivia opened the door, but it was 

Lexi who insisted she invite him in. Running back to his truck first to unbuckle the toy from the front 

seat, he tucked it safely under his coat. Sitting down for dinner was Reverend Hawthorne. After Olivia 

insisted that grace was said and to start to dish the foods, as it was getting cold, was when Billy could 
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finally say why he was there. Ecstatic, Lexi texted Tamara that she could finally bring Susannah over to 

have her soul ascend to Heaven. 

 The day had finally come, and Tamara, with the help of Lexi, had Susannah take a virtue and sin pre-test 

evaluation to find out if she would make it through the Pearly Gates. She passed, barely, but she passed. 

The next step was to get her soul to Heaven. Tamara had Lexi go into a meditative state again, but this 

time it was Tamara that rode the train with Susannah to Heaven, which was a good thing since Satan tried 

to take Susannah’s soul from the train. 

Once safely in Heaven, Susannah shares her incredible experience; her exploration of Heaven, 

how Marcus brought her to meet her family and her soul tribe. And making her final decision of 

what to do now, stay in Bliss or be reincarnated. She decided neither. Instead, she went to school 

to become Lexi’s newest Guardian Angel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROTAGONIST - ALEXANDRA (Lexi) CONSTANTINE (34), a New York fashion designer. 

Sister to Susannah. Has a dream that her sister’s soul is in trouble. Desperate to help her. 

VICTIM – Susannah Grace Constantine (35), died in a horrific car accident, which ends up not 

being an accident. Her soul is being tormented by demons and is lost in the Void. 
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ANTAGONIST – the Under World, both human - the mob, she (Susannah) knows too much. 

And Hell - the demon Adramelech, ravenous for Susannah’s soul, and since he can’t get 

Susannah’s, he is now after Lexi’s soul. 

SECONDARY CHARACTERS – Tamara Reeves (44) Psychic Medium, educated in the mystic 

arts, gives lectures and private sessions. Figures out a way to help Lexi get Susannah’s soul out 

of the Void and into Heaven. 

Reverend Edward Julien Hawthorne (38), minister, owns his family’s funeral home. He is 

ministering Susannah’s funeral and is secretly in love with Lexi. He ends up helping Lexi and 

Tamara save Susannah’s soul. 

Detective Ferguson Redington (Red) (42), investigating Susannah’s death, ends up on the run 

from the mob, with Lexi. Figures out Susannah’s death and with Lexi’s help catches the bad 

guys. 

Billy Randazzo (35), Suzannah’s new fiancé, devastated from losing his love, he can’t 

understand Lexi’s craziness over a stuffed lamb toy, until his five-year-old niece’s new stuffed 

dog turns out to be Susannah.  

 

 

 

 


